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1. Summary
We report the results of a complete survey of tile Hyades cluster using the ROSAT All
Sky Survey (RASS). Over !)00 sq degrees of the sky were examined in the course of this
study. Nearly 200 ttyads were detected down to a limiting L_ of _ 1-2 × 10 28 erg s -1
Binarity is shown to play a key role in the X-ray luminosity function of tile cluster.
2. Introduction
The Hyades cluster occupies a unique position in both the history of astronomy and at the
frontiers of contemporary astronomical research. At a distance of only 45 pc, tile [Ivades
is the nearest steer cluster in the Galaxv which is localized in the sky: the IT_la cluster,
which is closer, but much sparser, essentially surrounds the Solar neighl)orhood. The
ttyades is the prototype cluster for distance determination using the "moving-cluster"
method, and thus serves t.o define the zero-age main sequence from which the cosmic
distance scale is essentially bootstrapped. The Hvades age {0.6-0.7 Gyr). nearly 8 times
younger than the Sun, guarantees the Hyades critical importance to studies of stellar
evolution.
It, is less generally appreciated that the Hvades also occupies a. critical place in the
study of stellar activity evolution on the main sequence. Over tile past. 2.5 years, greatly
improved stellar rol.atioll velocity lll('asurenlelltS have become availal_le for stars less
massi\'o than the Sun. whih" at the same time. Ol)lical spectroscopy of chromospheric
diagnosth's such as (:a lI and tta has dramatically advanced wilh new electronic detec-
lots. IYrhaps most significantly, sl)aco-based obsevvat iolts of cltoromosl_heric. 1ransit ion
region and coronal emission are now providing a wealth of diagnostic intk)rmat.ion on the
magnetic activity ill maiu sequence stars in both the solar neighborhood and in nearby
clusler such as tile tirades and the l_leiades. With this information, a picture has begun
to emerge which suggesls that, although the main sequence may represent the dullest
perio(1 of a star's life. in terms of ,zuc#ar evolution, a. star's angular momentum, and con-
sequently, it appears, its stellar coronal and chromospheric activity,, undergoes dramatic
cha.uges during its residence on the main sequence.
Over a decade ago, Stern et al. (i981) reported the discovery of X-ray emission from
roughlyhalf the starsin tile central50of the Hyadescluster. Theseresults,obtained with
the Einstein Observatory (HEAO-2), demonstrated that the typical X-ray luminosity
(L_) of a solar-typeG star in the clusterwas ,-, 1029 erg s -1 about 100 times that of a
"mean" solar corona. Micela et al. (1988) continued the Einstein studies of the cluster,
incorporating more observations outside the cluster center, and deriving detailed X-ray
luminosity flmctions for the main sequence cluster members as a fimction of color (mass,
spectral type), ttowever, both of these studies utilized many indivdual pointings in the
Hyades region, and could not hope to cover all known or suspected cluster members.
Stern et al. 's observational sample was limited to 85 Hyads (48 detections), while the
larger Miceta et al. sample included _ 121 objects (and detected 66). Once these samples
were further divided into sub-samples of differing colors, not to mention single and binary
stars, the sample statistics in each bin, while enough to determine gross differences among
Ityades stars and the field or other clusters, were not sufficient to provide unambiguous
tests tbr manv lines of enquiry.
Because there are now over 400 certain or probable cluster members (see next section),
a more complete survey of the cluster in X-ravs is clearly warranted. Fortunately, the
means for such a study is now at hand in the form of the ROSAT All-Sky Survey
(RASS). The RASS constitutes a complrte X-ray sky survey with a limiting sensitivity
in the flyades region comparable to that of a typical EiJ_stein pointing (see below). Thus
we now have the Ol)l)orlutlily to del ermine, in an unbiase(l fashion, the X-ray luminosity
fltnction for oll known or l)ossibh' nwmbers of |he clusler established by proper molion.
pholomelry and radial velocity measurements (subject to our known limitations in X-ray
sensitivilv, especialls" for the optically fainter stars). In doiug so. we hol_e to establish a
lrue X-ray "'bas, lne" study for all cluster members: given the uniqueness of the survey
data and the lack of any similar proposed or planned all-skv X-ray survey, the RASS
dala nlav also prove to be the only complele X-ray study of the cluster for the next
decade or more.
\Ve have previously (Stern eta/. 1992) provided a pl'eliminary look at the RASS
results for the ![yades (with appropriate cautionary remarks). In this paper, we discuss
the completed-, nalysis of the I/ASS data fronl a 30 x 30 o region comprising the Hvades
cluster (along with a number of smaller regions which incorporate outlying members or
possiblemembers),and a databasewhich includes 1163objects, both Hyadesmembers
and starsoptically rejectedasHyadesmembers.The inclusion of rejected proper motion
motion candidates will, as we shall see, provide an interesting contrast in the frequency
of X-ray emission compared to the well-established cluster members. In the next section
we discuss tile optical catalog of IIyads and rejected Hyads we have compiled from the
avaialable literature as well as unpublished material or electronic files kindly provided
to us by several Hyades researchers. Following this we describe the RASS, and the
the methods of source detection and derivation of upper limits for undetected Hyads,
followed bv our results and a summary.
3. Optical Catalog
In compiling an optical catalog of tile lIyades for comparison with our X-ray survey,,
many factors mttst be considered. In i)articular:
(l)
(2)
(:3)
(4)
The initial catalog used for cross identifications between the X-ray and optical
positions should include certain, probable, and even possible meml)ers of the chts-
ter. sin('e, as we shall see. X-ray emission is itself a statitsical in(licalor of chtster
meml)ership.
l_nlike our IIASS ol)servalions, which cover more or less uniformly tile enlire ttvades
t'ogion, lhe various proper motion surwws which provide lists of candidate llvads
generally cover smaller regions, especially for the fainler stars.
Radial velo('ity meaurenmnts, which, when coml)inod with the p,'oper motion dala
and multicolor photometry, provide the definitive test of cluster meml)ership, are
only available for star with V £ 14. Ilence, for many of the stars in the newer proper
motion surveys of. e.g., Reid 1992, definitive confirmalion of menlbershil) through
such radial velocity measurements is beywon the reach of current instrumentation.
Membership "probabilities" given in the various proper motion surveys sometimes
(lifter significantly, in some cases for rather "well-known" members: e.g, for the
Hyades binary VB22 (HD27130), Ilanson (1975) gives a proper motion propbability
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of membershipof 0! This sameobject (MClure 1983'?)hasbeenusedto estimate
the distanceto the cluster!
Hyadesmembershipmay be determined via a combination of proper motions (e.g.
van Bueren 1952,van Altena 1969,Hanson 1975,Pels, Oort and Pels Kluyver 1975,
Schwan1991, Reid 1992), photometry (Upgren 1974. Upgren and Weis 1977, Weis.
Deluca and Upgren 1979, Weis and Upgren 1982, Stauffer 1982, Weis 1983, {rpgren ,
Weis. and Hanson 1985, Weis and tlanson 1988, Legget and Hawkins 1988. Reid 1993),
and radial velocity (Wilson 1948, Kraft 1965, Stefanik and Latham 1985. Griffin ct al.
1988). Probable members now total _ 450 or more (Reid 1993), although many of
tile fainter candidates (V>14) have not been detinitiwqy confirmed bv radial velocity
measurments.
4. Observations
The ROSAT Observatory carried out an all-sky X-ray survev between 30 .lulv 1990 and
25 January 1991. During the all-sky survev the ROSAT X-ray telescope (XRT) scanned
the sky once per satellite orbit along great circles containing the north and sotlt.h ecliptic
poles, using the PSP(: as the focal plane detector (Trfimper _t al. 1991. Pfeffermann _t
al. 1990). In the plane of the ecliptic, where the Hya(tes ('luster is locale(l, an X-ray
source was visible for 2 days in the PSP(' 2 ° I:WII._[ field of view, rcsulling in tyl)ical
exposure times of 300 - 100 seconds. Due to its large angular extenl (_)ver 10° in tlA).
scanning of the l lvades cluster occupied more than three weeks duriltg August 1990.
During this period, problems with a PSP(' gas valve caused a data loss Io occur when
the very center of the llvades cluster was scanned: this dal,a was obtained six montfis
later on February 16-17 1991. In XIarch of 1993 these data were finally merged with
the rest of the sky survey, allowing, for the first time, a complete anal\'sis of the entire
Ityades region.
5. Analysis Techniques
\Ve searched for sources in a 30x30 ° region of the sky centered roughly at the Hyades
cluster center (4h30 m, -I-1.5.0 ° in J2000) As it turned out, 22 objects in our optical catalog
lay outside of this region, so we also searched for sources in lx 1° regions centered at
each of these 22 positions. All of the source detection analysis was performed using
the EXSAS software developed at MPE. We condncted our analysis in two ways: (1)
the entire :30'x'.10° region and outlving_ 99__smaller areas were searched for sources using
r qthe EXSAS LDETECT, MDETECT, amd MAXLIK algorithms (see below), and (2)
all objects in our optical catalog were then checked against the ROSAT survey data
for detections or upper limits using the EXSAS algorithm COMPUTE/ITPPER (see
below). Because of the large number of i)hotons contained in the principal 30x30 ° area
of our survey (_ 1.2 million), we divided this region into 9 overlapping regions of
l lxll ° each, for computational reasons. The count rates and likelihoods for sources
detecte(l in the overlapping regions of '2 or more fields were compared and. in all cases,
the differences were negligible. All source searches were conducted in three pulse-height
(energy) bands: PSPC channels 11-181 (Broad), 52-181 (Ifard). and 11-41 (Soft). We
note that the highest energy channel of the B and II bands is solnewhat lower than
that usually used bv the standard ROSAT processing (SASS). We selected this after
determining that the bulk of the Ilyades detections conta.iiled very little, it' any, flux in
channels 181-210. This is to be expected for sources with temperatures gl-l.5 keV, as
seen in the |Iyades (Stern el al. 19!):1). Thus the higher energy channels merolv contribute
additional background, and therefore reduce the signal-to-noise of our survey.
The LD ETE('T, ._II)I';TE( 'T and XIAXLII( techniques are described in ('ruddace
_t o/. (1988) and Zimmerman (t a/. (l!)!):/). Brie[ly, the I,I)ETIr,('T algorithm assullles
nothing about the (lelector l)ackground, and uses a sliding box (typically 3x3 pixels for
lhe survey dala) surroun(l_'d 1)va bacl<groun(I r('gion having a maxinmln extent of 5x.5
l)ixels. A simple S/N is calculatc(l for the inner box vs the outer background region, and
positions which meet a specific S/N threshold are flagged as possible source locations.
Following this, a similar procedure is used. but now the background is taken from a
separate "background" map generated by removing all the LI)ETEC'T sources" counts
from the data. This is called the MDETE(IT procedure. Again, a list of l)ossible
sources which meet a simple S/N criterion is produced. Finally, for each of the l)ossible
source locations produced by the LDETECT and MDETECT algorithms, the maximum
likelihood procedure described in detail in Cruddace et al. (I988) is performed, and
sourceswhich yield a likelihood greater than a particular threshold are then accepted
into a final sourcelist.. The maximumlikelihood (ML) procedureis usedasthe definitive
sourcedetectionroutine, as it computesa likelihood usingthe known instrumental point
responsefunction, henceit will excludeLDETECT and MDETECT sourcesthat arenot
consistentwith point-like objectsor that haveananomalousdistribution of sonrcecounts
vs. position. In addition, it is the most sensitive, as it computes the overall likelihhod
t)hoton by photon, allowing for the detection of weak, yet statistically significant sources.
For our second method of analysis, we used COMPITTE/UPPER, which is an identical
algorithm to the MAXLIK algorithm, but with the user supplying a list. of possible source
locations, e.g. from the Hyades optical catalog.
Usually. the detection threshold for the ROSAT all-sky X-ray survey is chosen such
that the probability of a false detection at a given position is 4.5x10 -s (ML _ 10)
Ilowever. hi the case of the tIyades, we lowered this threshold somewhat. (to ML=S,
I_,_ 3.3x 10-4). This was done for two reasons: (1) to avoid missing tmssible sources
near threshohl, and (2) more importantly, since we have a pre-existing optical catalog of
about 10 :_ sources, a probability of 4.5× 10-s of a spurious source deteclion is clearly too
conservative it:h_n u,_ restrict our position sample ooly to lhos_ posilion._ in the oplical
catalog.
6. Results
In Figure 1 we show a composite X-ray image of the entire 30x30 ° region (Broa(l band):
l lte individual sources are quile obvious. In tile center of the image, a somewhat enhanced
source density is atlribulal)le to the central Hyades objects. In the upper right can be
seen another enhancement due to the Pleiades, and just to the left of the Pleiades two
scans of the moon are visible. The ('rah is partially visible at the extreme left. of the
upper portion of the image. Note that this image has been produced by removing a
smoothged "'l)ackground map" and adjusting the count rates in each pixel for varying
exposure..\lthough this removes most of the non-unifornfity in the residual background,
there is still some evidence of "streaking" in the image due to variations in solar-scattered
radiation and other enhancements in tile PSPC background.
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In Figure 2 we plot the locationsof the optical catalogstars and indicate which of
those weredetected in the Hyadessurvey. In Figure 3 we plot an HR diagram of the
optical catalog,againwith the detectedsourcesshown. In Table 1 weshowthe approx-
imate breakdownand detection rate for the Hyadessurvey by spectral and luminosity
class.
Vv'ehavestudied the distribution betweenoptical and X-ray positions for the Hyades
members: in Figure 4 we show the difference(in arcsec)between the optical and the
X-ray position for all our Hyades detections, and in Figure 5 we plot a histogram of this
distribution for ecliptic latitude, demonstrating that our results are well fit by a gaussian
distribution with a _ 10 arcsec. We have provisionally adopted a maximum distance of
60" between the optical and X-ray positions as an acceptance criterion for identification.
The typical limiting X-ray sensitivity for our study is _ 0.01 ct s -1 or _ 1.2 × 10 -13
erg cm -2 s -t in the 0.1 2.4 keV band. This corresponds to a limiting L,, of _ l-2 x 102s
erg s -t at the Hyades cluster distance (45 pc), comparable to, but slightly lower than
the sensitivity limit for a typical 2000 sec Einstein IPC pointing. In Figure 6 we plot
the X-ray luminosities vs. B-V color for the detected and undetected IIvads.
Binaritv is a key issue for the X-ray luminosity distribution of the Hyades stars. In
Figure 7 we plot. the the L_ vs B-V color for the Hyades members listed in t.h(' paper of
(;riflin et al. (1988): these are most of the [tyads between 6£V£14 confirmed by radial
velocity measurements. In this 1)lot, we indicate which stars are binaries by either a box
with an aslr(,risk (Sl)ectroscot)ic binary) or a box with a cross (other bilmry). Note that
virtually all of the high-L_, t[yads are binaries. In Figure 8 we plot Lx/Li,ot vs _b, ot for the
(h'lect('(l |Ivads. Finally. in Figure 9 we show a plot of the llva(les PSI)( count rates for
the ROSAT survey vs. the Einstein IPC couint rates from _licela et al. 1988) for those
sources with detections or upper limits in both investigations. Note that, except for 1
or two objects, most of the tlyads vary by less than a factor of "2over the _ decade-tong
interval between the two studies.
. Sunlnlary
, At)l)roximately 199 (195) detections out of 6-15 (460) ill optical catalog (Reid/LH
Excluded)
• Overall detection rate is _ 42%excluding Reid Lit, 55% for members with V <
14
• Detection rate for rejected proper motion candidates is low- about 3% or 16 objects.
• Brightest source (excluding V471 Tau - hot WD) is still VB 141
• Anomalously bright sources generally Spect. Binaries
• The X-ray "main sequence" is most apparent for solar-stype stars
• F8-(',8 l)warfs are detected at > 90% rate
• G star mean L_ about ttle same as Einstein
• Several white dwarf detections
• 4 of 4 Hyades Giants detected- 2 are among 10 brightest sources and :2 are near
survey limit
• Positions look excellent- Gaussian distributions in Ecliptic Lon and Lat wilh _ 10"
gaussian width.
• l'_instein/l{()SAT comparison shows limiled scatter except for VB 2:2 (Einstein
Hare) - lylfically < a factor of two
, Papers
• "ROSAT All-Sky Survey Observations of the IIyades," R.A. Stern, .].II.NI.M. Schmitt,
and P. Kahabkha, in preparation, 199:].
9. Foreign Travel
One foreign trip was undertaken by the P.I. from 15 _lar to 24 June 1993 to perform
analysis of the I{OSAT All-sky-survey data in collaboration with Dr. Jurgen Schnlitt of
the ._lax Planck Institut fur Extraterrestriche Physik, Garching, Germany.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. RASS X-ray image (broad band) of 30×30 ° region centered at 4h:10 m, +15 °
(a2000).
Figure 2. Positions of stars in optical catalog with detections indicated by boxes.
Figure 3. HR Diagram of optical catalog with detections shown by crosses.
Figure 4. Difference in optical and X-ray positions
Figure 5. IIistogram of difference between optical and X-ray positions in ecliptic lon-
gitude.
Figure 6. L,. vs B-V for detections (boxes) and upper limts (arrows).
Figure 7. L_vs B-Vforltyadesbinaries(*=SB X=othorbinary). Dcl oct ions indicated
by boxes: arrows indicate tipper limits
Figure 8. L:,/L6ol vs M6ot.
Figure 9. PSP(! vs IP(: count rates for stars in both Micola _t ¢d. (I.0SS) st,l(Iv and
pr_'sont tlASS results.
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